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Abstract— Internet-of-Things (IoT) has been seen all over in our 

day to day life routines. They are used in our homes, in colleges, 

in offices, deployed outside to control and report the changes in 

environment, prevent fires, and much more valuable 

functionality. However, all those benefits can come of enormous 

risks of privacy loss and security issues. To secure the IoT 

devices, many research works have been conducted to 

countermeasure those problems and find a better way to 

eliminate those risks, or at least minimize their effects on the 

user's privacy and security requirements.  

This paper analyses Security Concerns of IoT with respect to  

Device Memory. We will be discussing the most relevant 

limitations of IoT devices and their solutions. The second one will 

present the classification of IoT attacks. The next segment will 

focus on the mechanisms and architectures for authentication 

and access control, IoT, Security Architectures, security threats 

for IoT- Device Memory. 

Keywords— Encryption, Authentication, Internet, Privacy, 

Software 

 

                      Introduction 

 

What is IoT ?  

The Internet of things (IoT) is the inter-networking of 

physical devices, vehicles (also referred to as "connected 

devices" and "smart devices"), buildings, and other items—

embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and 

network connectivity that enable these objects to collect and 

exchange data.[1] 

Internet-of-Things (IoT) are seen everywhere in our day to 

day life. They are used in our homes, in offices, deployed 

outside to control and report the changes in environment, 

prevent fires, and much more beneficial functionality. 

However, all those benefits can come of enormous risks of 

privacy loss and security issues. To secure the IoT devices, 

many research works have been conducted to countermeasure 

those problems and find a better way to eliminate those risks, 

or at least minimize their effects on the user's privacy and 

security requirements.  

According to a report by F5 the unregulated IoT devices are 

now becoming chaos as it might become a new cyber weapon 

for the  attackers and intruders The report points out that India 

stands second globally in the top 20 attack source countries of 

2017[2]. 

 

Hackers can use a simple smart TVs for spy or undercover 

work on a person or relaying attacks, routers can be hacked 

for collection and gathering for personal data and selling of 

the same on dark web, medical devices like pacemakers can 

also be hacked and our roads, subways, bridges, planes use 

many IoT devices which are vulnerable." [3] 

 

Many such types of attacks have been hovering around 

us for a very long time. The latest aspect of such attacks is the 

extent, scale and relative simplicity of attacks in the Internet 

of Things (IoT) – the millions of devices that are a potential 

victim to conventional style cyber attacks, but on a much 

larger extent and often with limited, if any protection. At its 

core, IoT is all about connecting and networking devices that 

up until now have not necessarily been connected. This means 

that all of those devices, whether it is a brand new product say 

for example a microwave oven or your connected vehicle, are 

creating a new entry point to the network and therefore posing 

an increasing security and privacy risk. 

This paper is made of four segments. The first segment will 

explore the most relevant limitations of IoT devices and their 

solutions. The second one will present the classification of 

IoT attacks. The next segment will focus on the mechanisms 

and architectures for authentication and access control. The 

last segment will analyse the security issues in different layers. 

      

             Objectives Of The Study 

 

1.The main objective of this paper is to aware about 

issues arriving in IoT Devices . 

2. Prevention measures taken by users or consumers 

3.Prevention measures taken by developers and 

application developers 

4.Prevention measures taken by mobile hardware 

companies 

 

                           Literature Overview 

 

 The Internet of thing can be defined as  a 

computing concept which is used in day to day life for the 

phsical devices to connect to internet and are able to 

identify and communicate with other devices.The internet 

of thing is a difficult concept to define.In fact  there are 

various group  that have defined this term in many 

differnt way.due to rapid increase in use of Iot device 

there are more prone to attacks. 

  

 

I. Issues with IoT Devices 

1. More devices, more problems:   

The most fundamental security weakness of the Internet of 

Things is that there is a tremendous increase in the amount of 

devices behind your network’s firewall. Ten years ago, most 

of us had to only be troubled about protecting our computers. 

Five years ago, we had to be troubled about protecting our 

smart phones as well. Now we have to be concerned about 

protecting our car, our home appliances, our wearables, and 
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many other IoT devices. As there are so many devices that 

can be hacked, that means that hackers can accomplish more. 

2. Update devices with security patches :  
As the Internet of Things becomes a truth, we need to be 

concerned about protecting and shielding more devices. 

However the device manufacturers are still careless about the 

risks. Another issues is that manufacturing companies do not 

update their devices enough or at all. This means that an IoT 

device which was safe and secure when first bought it can 

become unsafe and unsecure as hackers discover new array of 

vulnerabilities. 

The main concern is automatic and easier updates have helped 

alleviate this problem. As per CSO reports, many of device 

manufacturing companies forced to get their devices out 

quickly finish up negotiating on security. Even if they may 

offer firmware upgrades for a time, they often stop when they 

focus on constructing the next device, leaving customers with 

slightly outdated hardware that can become a security risk. 

3. Shielding your data from business firms 

IoT devices are very commonly used devices and are more 

prone to get hacked. In fact, many business firms do create 

and distribute the interconnected devices could also use these 

devices to obtain the user’s personal data, particularly 

dangerous when used for financial transactions or money 

transfers.x` 

For instance, there are many health apps with keeps tracks of 

Blood Pressure, Fitbits and heart rates of users. Some of the 

health firms have started to misuse these kinds of personal 

information and sell it to get lower health insurance premiums 

which raise issues regarding our individual privacy rights. 

 

 

4. Lethargic Consumers 

Computers have automatic updates partially as most of the 

users are too lazy to perform even the basic steps needed to 

keep their computer secure. But protecting the countless IoT 

devices is much harder than a single computer; this situation 

will get even bad. 
Many of the tech companies and the government are 

intriguing the IoT security threats more seriously. However in 

case of IoT the first thing in defence to do is secure your home 

which includes securing all IoT devices. As these devices 

could become prey over their security features. For example, 

an IoT device from a small company, fewer established 

company may be cheaper or have other attractive features. But 

if that smaller company folds, then there is no one around to 

patch its vulnerabilities. [5] 

 

II. Classification of Attacks  for IoT Device Memory 

The different types of attacks 

There are various types of attack on IOT device but we can 

can classify this attcaks into 5 typese: 

1)Side channel attacks 

2)Cryptanalysis attack 

3)Softeare attacks 

4)Physical attacks 

5)Network attacks 

This attack were clasified by Mr.Babaret al.in 2011. 

 

Side channel attacks: These kind of attacks are depended on 
side channel which can be use to collect the information from 

IOT deviceThe encryption device which is use for encryption 

of plain text to cypertext or converting cyper text into plain 

text. These  Encryption devices are closely montiore to checlk 

how much time it require to conver the plain text into cyper 

text according to the time required the hacker may guess the 

complexity of the Algorithm to convert the plain text int o 

cyper text.it also measure the power variation while 

encrypting the data 

 Examples of side channel attacks are timing attacks, power 

analysis attacks, fault 

analysis attacks, electromagnetic attacks and environmental 

attacks. 

Cryptanalysis attacks: These kind of attacks aredone on the 

ciphertext they try to find the public key to decrypt the cyper 

text so that they can gain the plain text which might be some 

confidential information. 

 Examples of cryptanalysis attacks include ciphertext only 

attack, 

known-plaintext attack, chosen-plaintext attack, man-in-the-

middle attack, etc. 

Software attacks: These kind of attacks are the mostly done 

on the devices.all tge devices are prone to such kind of attacks. 

This kind of attacks involves using the trojan horse 

programs,worms,viruses,or spybot 

 

Physical attacks: In this kind of attacks the physical 

hardware are damanged and these kind of attacks are 

relatively hard to perform becauese these kind of attacks 

require expensive material.Some examples are de-packaging 

of chip, layout reconstruction, 

micro-probing, particle beam techniques, etc. 

Network Attacks: Wireless communications systems are 

most prone to attacks because of the broadcast nature of 

transmission medium these attacks can be furthere classified 

into active and passive attacks.Passive attacks include 

montioring of the system,traffic analysis etc.Active attacks 

include the denial of service attacks,node outage,message 

malfunctions,node capture,routing attacks. 

  

III Challenges for Iot devices 

Secure controlled Devices 
Majority of IOT Devices have less amount of storage,memory 

and processing capabilites hence they have to work on low 

power.For eg the devices which run on batteries.hence the 

encryption capabilites of these devices are not good they 

donot perform complex encryption and decryption operation 

quickly to treansmit and recive the data in real time 

environment. 

These devices are more prone to side channel attack.such as 

power analysis attack.that can be use to perform the reverser 

enginer these algorithms since these algorithm are not 

complex,they are easily decoded 

Prevenetation measure 

The Iot Deivices should use multiple level for defense. 

Authorize and Authenticate devices 

The number of IoT devices are increasing day by day to 

authenticate and authorize all these devices is difficult for IoT 

system.All the devices have to identfy themself or authorize 

themself to access the IOT gateway or the IoT services. The 

user have to authenticate them self with the help of user id and 

password. Password some time gets hacked because using 

weak password or sometime not changing the default 

password. 
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Prevenatation measure 

The Password must be mandatory to change after the first 

login. 

The password must be strong (for eg: uppercase 

letter,lowercase letter, numeric letters and  one special 

character) 

The password must be ask to change after fix interval of time 

for eg 30 days, 45 day.  

Supervise device updates 

The change is always required hence there is need to update 

the IoT deivices.but before updating  the Devices we need to 

check that whether these udate is release by authorize 

company is the update available for your device.we need to 

check whether after the update we need to perform any 

changes on firewall.What changes can be observed in my 

devices after the update we need to go through all these aspect. 

Some of the Iot Devices cannot be updated without the 

downtime.so these devices need to pulled out from production 

environement to update.so there must be proper roll back 

steps to revert the update in case the update is blocked by 

firewall,or device is not coming up by the update. 

Protected communication 

Once the device is secured the next step is to communicate 

with the other devices.As discussed earilier Iot devices 

doesnot perform the complex encryption. The Communication 

is alwasy at the risk.The most of Iot devices uses encryption 

connection provided by SSL/TLS on application layer to 

provide the security. 

These communication is most of the time interpreted by man 

in middle atatck 

 
Make sure data privacy and integrity 

The data privacy and integrity are the most significant 

characteristic of Iot devices. The data privacy means the data 

of one device should not be able to view by other device 

without proper authentication of the device.It is advisable to 

users to not to store the imporant information over thecloud if 

they are storing than they shoul store in encrypted format to 

avoid risk. The Data Integrity For eg is there is 

communication between one IOT devices and other than there 

should be proper encryption and decryption algorithm so that 

what ever the devic A is sending to device B should be same 

there should not be any changes or  the wrong information 

shuld be pass to Device B.The data integrity can be acuired 

using checksum or digital signature to make sure the data has 

not been modified The data integrity is always prone to 

blockchain attacks. 

Protected web, mobile, and cloud applications 

The web ,mobile,and cloud application and services alaways 

Interact with IOT devices. They can access and manage the 

IOT devices hence these devices must also be properly 

secured as a part of multilayered security approch. 

 

 

Ensure high availability 

IoT devices are becoming the part of day to day life. The life 

eill become difficult if these IOT devices are not 

available.these devices have become the basic need and 

neccisity of human life.hence it is the firm responisibility of 

the IOT developer to make device abailable.if this devices are 

not available then it may result in revenu loss.The devices are 

prone to denial of service attacks. 

For example if the city is having IOT infrastructure for 

essential service as Traffic control.then this devices must be 

saved from cyber attacks and physical tampering of these 

device 

Detect vulnerabilities and incidents 

Despite taking so much majors and precautions and security 

measure sometimes these devices gets attacked. Due to lots of 

IOT devices its deficult to track all the IOT devices but once 

the devices get attacked we can monitor that devices for 

couple of days to observe any abnormalities.we need to check 

the logs of the affeced  devices during the time period when 

the incident occur so that we can check how the security was 

breach and make sure we make changes to avoid such attacks 

in future 

Manage vulnerabilities 

We  need t to increase the complexity of  IOT devices to avoid 

such attacks but once the attack is made we need to minimize 

the impact. The challenge is to find out the number of devices 

which are affected due to this attack. The temporary solution 

for the issue,try to resolve the situation as early as possible 

Forecast and prevent security issues 

The long term challenge for IOT  devices is to apply the 

security not only for detecting and resolving the issue but also 

they must predict the ways by which these devices can be 

attacked and provide a proper security block to this ways. 

IV.    METHODOLOGY 

The idea behind this particular section is to reveal the 

rationale for the research methodology, the method and 

strategy adopted in collecting data for the research.  This part 

also seeks to reveal the security issues of IoT Devices  

The researcher has used secondary data which were gathered 

from diverse source, including archival sources, journals, 

articles and internet sites and blogs. 

 

V.    FINDINGS 

Security Issues of IoT Devices are one of the most studies 

issues, this paper describe and explore the various security 

issues of IoT Devices . 

 

VI.    RECOMMENDATIONS  

Recommendations for Users 

 Secure your IoT device immediately after 

purchase. 

The Device which is not secured can be easily attacked as 

soon as it get connected to the network.so best practice is to 

enable all the security policies,and firewall before connecting 

the device before the network.The usre must be made aware 

of what thing  he must take care before connecting the device 

to the network to avoid such kind of attacks. 

 Adopt secure password practices 
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The password plays the more important role in securing the 

Iot devices. The stronger the password more difficult to hack 

the device.the complexity of the password depends on various 

factors such as the length of the password use of Numeric 

letter,using special chareters,using capital and small letter. 

The most secure password is one which contains  the 

combination of the Capital letter and samll letters,Numeric 

letters and one special charecter and the length of password 

must be more than 8 letters these makes password difficult to 

decode. It is always recommended to change the passord after 

fix intervall say 90 days or so.These are some positive 

practice the user must utilize to secure there devices. 

 Continue to update your firmware when available. 

All the Iot device are having a inbuit feature know as 

firmware. These firmware is respnsible for protecting the IOT 

device from attacks.These firmware has the knowledge of 

most common types of attacks and how to protect device from 

such kind of the attacks.It is the prime responsible of the user 

to update this firmware whenver there is new firmware 

available.But make sure you update the firmware from 

secured Connection.also update the firmware  from the known 

and reputable sites. 

 Turn off IoT devices when not in use or 

periodically if otherwise always on. 

According to recent surve there are some malware which are 

store on device memory and when the restart of device take 

place these malaware becomes active and erase all the 

data.hence it is always advisible to turn off the Iot device 

which are not use periodically,all else we should keep the IOT 

device always on if we using often using it.Avoid unnecesarry 

restart of the server.  

 Protect your routers and Wi-Fi networks 

To keep your IoT device secure it is mandatory to keep your 

Wi-fi routers more secure from which these device are 

regulary connected to the internet. 

There are various inbuilt features provided in routers we just 

need to check wether these features are enabled. that is, log in 

to the router per the manufacturer’s instructions and confirm 

that all the  firewall attribute is enabled; ports 25, 80, and 443 

are adequate to secure your device from attacks 

 Pay more attention to mobile device security 

Suppose you are in office and you want to access the IOT 

deivce which is at home you.It is strongly recommended not 

to use a public wifi in such case. Beacuse public wifi are less 

secure ,these network are not password protected therefore it 

may lead to missuse of your IOT device.However if you are 

using the Public wifi(for example-at airport,railway 

station,cafe,hotel),you should be using VPN connection from 

your smartphone.altough this also not 100% secure but it 

create a secure tunnel to your  home network 

Recommendations for Developers/ Application    

Developers/Manufactures[11] 

Creating a  secure Iot infrastructure  which can only be 

devloped  if all the players which are involved  in creation of 

IOT device such as manufactures,devlopers,deployers, take 

active participation in securing the Iot device. 

Below are some of  The players who plan an imporatnt role in 

creation of secure Iot device. 

IoTdevice  hardware manufacturer 

The hardware should be design in such a way that it should 

only provide the features which are require for the basic 

operation.For Eg. If device does not require usb port to 

operate than these should not be peovided in hardware 

because such kind of additionaly features open the gate of 

unwanted users to acees thes device. 

The hardware device must be strong enough to handle the 

physical temporing eg water restiatnt. 

.There must be secure way buit for upgrading the firmware 

and these path should be always hidden from the world during 

the complete life time of the device. 

IOT device Devloper 

Before develpoing the Iot device the developer must think in 

all posible way through which device can get attack and 

neccessary precaution must be taken care to avoid such kind 

of attacks. 

The open source software provide an way through which the 

application can be devloped quickly.But these open source 

application are more prone to  attacks hence we should think 

twice before using such  kind of softwres. 

IoT solution deployer 

The deployments of Iot device depends upon the use and 

funcnality of that device some time we need to deploy these 

devices in unsecured location like in public space(Traffic 

Signals).than we should make sure these device are protected 

from physical damage. If the device conatain usb port than 

these port are disabled properly or not. Any missuse should 

not be happen because of such port. There must be proper 

Power suplly to the device.The device must be place in a such 

way that it wont be physically accesible easily to the common 

peoples.to avoid physical damage. 

IoT solution operator 

It is the major reponsibility of he Iot solution provider to keep 

the track of all the Iot 

device.does any abnormalities is observed in these device if 

there is any abnormalities observed then the user must be 

notified and provided appropriate action should be  taken on 

such device to secure these devices.The solution operator 

must keep track of the version of Iot devices,assure all the 

devices are working on the latest version Turning on  auto 

update features in window 10 provides a secure channel for 

updating the Iot devices. 

The cloud creditials use for gain access with cloud must be 

secured properly.there should be proper audit of the device to 

track the use of device.There must be proper track like the 

device is use by how many users what changes are made by 

them. Would that change affect the normal behaviour of the 

system. 

   

   VII.    CONCLUSION 

The main purpose of this paper was to highlight the security 

issues with respect to Iot device.The various attacks on Iot 

device and the counter measure to avoid such attack in 

future.Due to lack of security mechanisim Iot device are more 

prone to attacks.In this paper security requirment with respect 

to integrity, confidentiality, authentication etc is discussed.In 

this paper we have classified the attacks into different type 
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according to there behaviour as well as solution to such kind 

of attack is discussed.[7] 

Considering the importance of  Iot devices it is necessaray to 

implement strong security mechanism  in IoT  device and  

communication network.Moreover to protect the device from 

any intruders it is always recommended not to use default 

password. Disable the features which are not use also prevent 

the device from getting attacks.Always read  the security 

requirment of the device before using the device.Precaution is 

always better than cure.    
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